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NEWSLETTER
FROM THE PRINCIPAL
Welcome back to STAPS for
Term 3 everyone. It has been
just lovely seeing so many
familiar (and much missed)
faces over the past few days. I
am just so excited and happy to
be back here.
I will be here at school on
Wednesday, Thursday and
Fridays and, until someone has
been formally appointed, Brad
will continue to work in the
acting principal role on a
Monday and Tuesday. We are
excited that the recruitment
process has commenced this
week, with the Department of
Education having advertised the
Acting Principal role, to cover
the two days that I won't be
here. We are so enthusiastic that
we will find someone that will be
perfect for the role and bring
something special to our
community. We hope to have
this process finalised by week 4
of term.
Being almost 12 months since I
took leave, I have a renewed
sense of pride for the students
here at STAPS. The way they
continue to conduct themselves
in the classsroom and yard is
second to none and their
attitude towards their learning
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and respectful relationships with
one another is truly unique and
so special to witness. I also
cannot believe how much some
of them have grown!!!

UPCOMING DATES
Assembly
Friday 22nd July - Led by
3/4/5/6
School Council Meeting
Tuesday 26th July

The students seem particularly
enthusiastic about this term's
unit on space, with the senior
class enthusiastically
experimenting with their very
own 'zero gravity' moves and
many students sharing their
knowledge and wonderings
about space and the solar
system.

PJ Dress Up Fundraiser for
HoMie
Wednesday 10th August

In true STAPS style, I have been
whipped into shape, supporting
our student leaders to organise
a fundraiser and dress up day
for HoMie, a Melbourne based
Non-for-profit group supporting
young people affected by
homelessness.

Professional Practice Day
(Pupil Free Day) - Time for
staff to assess and plan
Friday 2nd September

Our staff are undertaking their
own enthusiastic venture,
exploring the strengthening of
the collagiate relationship with
Christmas Hills PS. Under a new
partnership, our teachers will be
working closely with one another
each week in order to improve
their teaching, particularly in the
area of Maths.
Thank you to all for the kind
welcome back! I look forward to
enjoying the terrific term ahead
with you all.

Student Led Conferences
(parent/student/teacher
interviews)
Monday 29th and
Wednesday 31st August
afternoons.

Curriculum Day (Pupil Free
Day)
Monday 5th September
Students Learning
Exhibition
Friday 9th September
Sports/AFL Day and Last
Day of Term
Friday 16th September Special lunch and early
dismissal at 2:25pm

SAVE THE DATE
ST ANDREWS FESTIVAL
SATURDAY OCTOBER
22ND

WHAT'S ON THIS TERM
Junior Class
This term has the auspicious milestone of ‘100 days of school’ for our Prep students. The whole
class will mark this day with several 100 themed activities on Friday 29th July. If any students
would like to bring in a collection of 100 items (eg. 100 pencils, 100grains of rice, etc.) we would
welcome these at school on that day.
In Literacy, the preps are learning the last few single letter sounds and blending these known
sounds into words in their reading. The Grade 1’s and 2’s are building their automatic
recognition of two and three letter sounds and practising these in in longer words. The whole
class is growing their bank of high frequency words (harder to sound out) and their vocabulary
through shared reading of picture story books. Keep up the great work listening to your child
reading at home!
In Numeracy, we will be moving on from our units of measurement topic and begin to
investigate and interpret data. This involves collecting information and then representing it
with a simple graph. Later on in the term we will also explore the location with language like
left/right/centre/flip/slide/turn. Our number focus is on skip counting, grouping and sharing
objects to make them easier to count. These are the building blocks for multiplication and
division.

Senior Class
In Literacy, we will be exploring information reports as well as taking a closer look at the
grammatical structure of sentences and how we can play around with said structure to match
an author's purpose or style. We will also be continuing on with our targeted reading groups
and individual learning goals.
In Numeracy, we will be moving on from our units of measurement topic and begin to
investigate and interpret data. Later on in the term we will also explore the location and
transformation of objects using a grid reference system. Furthermore, for our number focus
we will begin working on multiplication strategies as well as starting to further develop our
division skills.
There is no interschool sport this term, it will however resume in Term 4 with a whole new range
of sports for the students to try.

Whole School Inquiry
For Inquiry this term, we will be beginning our new topic on Earth and Space
Sciences, exploring the wonders of space and the causes and effects of natural
disasters. So far the students have generated questions and wonderings about
what they want to learn about space. We look forward to sharing our learning
with you at the end of the term, especially after the success of last terms
Indigenous Perspectives exhibition.

WHAT'S ON THIS TERM
Japanese
Konnichiwa,
As always, we have an action packed term ahead of us in Japanese. Today began with the Junior
students learning about the Tanabata (Star Festival) held on the 7th July in Japan. Students learnt
about the love story and created their own paper lanterns to be displayed in the Japanese
classroom. The Senior students began their Hiragana Blitz, introducing the Yr 3&4 students to the
wonderful world of Hiragana and the Yr 5&6 students have set themselves Hiragana goals for the
term.
In the Junior class, the theme for the term is Pets. We are going to compare common pets in
Japan with our own pets at home. Our language focus will be learning eight pet words and use
adjectives to describe the pets. By the end of the term, students will be able to complete their
own Pet Profile in Japanese.
In the Senior class, the theme for the term is Family. We are going to explore Japanese traditional
and contemporary families and compare with our own families. Our language focus will be
learning the names for family members and counting the number of people. By the end of the
term, students will be able to complete their own bilingual Family Rap. The Year 5&6 students will
continue to consolidate their hiragana reading and writing skills, whilst the Year 3&4 will begin to
learn the one stroke characters.

STEM
Term 3 in S.T.E.M. is focused on the concept of Reduce, Reuse, Recycle. Students will endeavor to
understand how they can do all three in their personal lives. In the reducing” students will explore
the various ways resources can be used more effectively in order to reduce their need and
creation of waste. Examples of this include more efficient use of classroom and household
resources. Reuse will help students understand community iniatives around reuse and how they
can add and create their own reuse stations at school using design principles do develop effective,
long term solutions. Recycle centres around the science of recycling, students will investigate how
products are recycled and explore how some products are more recyclable than others. The aim
of the unit is to help students understand what resources are and how they can be managed
effectively to create a well planned, healthy functioning society.
You can support this at home in the following ways:
Discussing what your child made in S.T.E.M. that day with the understanding that it involves
reducing, reusing or recycling.
Exploring various material in the household and helping your student understand and
investigate what they are made of.
Helping students understand how they are managing resources at home such as sticky tape
and glue.
Researching and discussing circular economy initiatives such as “Detox your home”, “Mobile
Muster” and Officework’s “E-Waste Drop Off Stations”
Creating a “Maker Space” at home with dedicated, organized buckets or tubs for items that can be
re-purposed for creative projects for all areas of school life.
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COMMUNITY
NEWS
Here at STAPS, we are
a proud part of our
beautiful community.
If you are a part of a
local community
group and would like
to work with us or
have your information
shared through the
school, please contact
us on 9710 1255 or at
st.andrews.ps@educat
ion.vic.gov.au
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